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Abstract 
The article concerns such a disputable problem as adverbs as an unchangeable part of speech in Turkic languages. The work 
presents a profound research of scientific labors of a number of eminent linguists, their viewpoints, methods and approaches to 
the subject of adverb transformation into an integral and constituent part of a word. The author supplies his study with numerous 
examples from the old Turkic, Yakut, Bashkir and Kazakh languages. The examples illustrate common and peculiar features of 
adverbs in different language phenomenon. In the course of comparative investigation the author draws a few considerable 
conclusions and principles. 
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1. Main text  
The scholars came to the unequivocal opinion and to one point of view on the adverbs as being an unchangeable part 
of speech. Thus, the investigations of N.K Dmitriev and S.Amanzholov suggest new facts affirming that a separate 
meaning of the adverb as  a meaningful and independent part of speech  hasn’t been formed yet. In the scholars’ opinion 
only in a process of syntactic relations, combining with any part of speech, the unchangeable words can express an 
adverbial meaning. The adverbs belonging to this group were treated by N.K Dmitriev as syntactical adverbs or the 
adverbs derived from adjectives. Besides, N.K. Dmitriev described a word-formation of the adverb on the basis of 
differentiation of morphological and syntactical means of their building and when characterizing differences and 
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similarities of each of the means he defined their distinctions (Dmitriev, 1939).  Meanwhile S.Amanzholov in his 
fundamental labour “A Grammar of the Kazakh Language” discriminates two classes of adverbs: verbal and nominal 
and states that the majority of adverbs can change. The scholar studies some ways and means of formation of this part 
of speech. He pays special attention to the separate adverbial words, in which a root and affixes cannot be differentiated 
from the positions of Modern Kazakh. He also analyzes the affixes from the point of view of their origin referring to the 
facts of the language history that allows to determine the premises of evolutional transformations. S.Amanzholov gives 
not only a general description of adverbs, but generalizing the conclusions of the scholars- predecessors and supporting 
their views, he suggests his opinion, that adverbs are unchangeable words, and on this reason they can be inclined and 
conjugated and have the endings of the plural and possession as well (Amanzholov, 1939: 94-97). 
In a certain period an investigation of adverbs in the Turkic languages was introduced only in grammar books and in 
some works on grammar which were of a fragmentary character. For that reason in every separate language adverbs as a 
part of speech didn’t have their special status and place in the morphological system and their definitions were not 
supported by some concrete scientific evidences and conclusions either. 
The majority of scholars didn’t treat the adverb as a separate object that is why no answers to some disputable 
problems were found out. The scholars were not interested in the ways of formation of adverbs and their lexico-
grammatical peculiarities. They focused their attention mainly on the analysis of their semantic groups and syntactical 
functions. Out of the scholars’ field of vision remained such important and significant problems as the ways of 
formation of adverbs and their distinctions from the other parts of speech. Neither the problem of the old-centuries 
evolution of adverbial words and ways and means of their formation were thoroughly analyzed. 
The long-expected and profound investigation of adverbs and their exhaustive analysis and bringing out their 
common properties and distinctions in relation to other parts of speech in a definite systemic sequence belong to the 
Yakut language linguist Kharitonov. 
The scholar in his dissertation paper “Unchangeable Words in the Yakut Language” treating the adverbs as a 
separate part of speech, carries on their profound analysis and gives a theoretical definition. With this, the adverbs in the 
Yakut language appear as a separate object of the investigation. Paying special attention on lexical and grammatical 
characteristics of words in the language he studies functions of combinability of the adverb with words of other parts of 
speech, a degree of influence of a separate part of speech on adverbs and their peculiar properties. 
The author separately studies the totality of characteristics of adverbs: their functions, a sphere of application and 
semantic groups. 
Making a comparison of the general characteristics of adverbs in the Yakut language with the materials in the Turkic 
languages he draws a few considerable conclusions and principles. In his opinion morphology as a science of the forms 
of words is considerably developed in the Yakut language in comparison with other Turkic languages and in 
consequence both the adverbs and forms of words from which adverbs are derived are used in the active function. The 
scholar comes to conclusions that adjectives are connected with verbs only by means of the affix which forms an adverb 
and the most adverbs in this language present themselves root adverbs (Kharitonov, 1943). 
The formation of words expressing states and different signs of action which in a process of historical development 
of the language used to attach to roots of words is closely connected with the forms of the derived adverbs. The similar 
linguistic process according to the scholars ‘observations is intrinsic not only of the Yakut language, but that is a natural 
order which is characteristic of all Turkic languages. As a result a new- made word is transformed into an adverb and 
the grammatical form by means of which this or that adverb was developed is transformed into an integral and 
constituent part of the word. 
One of the essential morphological features of an adverb is availability of special word- building forms and its ability 
to enter into word-building relations with changeable words and words of all parts of speech. For example, despite the 
fact that in the Nogai language an adverb in many cases is connected with unchangeable parts of speech it has not any 
word -changing forms (Baskakov, 1973: 182-186). 
Here the main reason of unchangeability of adverbs is that at a certain time when the words mentioned above were 
transferring into a class of adverbs they only once entered into relations with changeable words.  So, according to the 
natural order of parts of speech, a word and affix, known as a derivative form after entering into grammatical 
connection, are finally formed in the adverbial meaning as a result of a morphological-semantic way of word-building. 
Professor Borokov writes about it: “We determine the concept of unchangeability by comparing an adverb with 
corresponding forms of noun (and other nominal parts of speech) and their real meaning i.e. we define whether   the 
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meaning is objective in each given case or not, since in a form of adverbs we find mainly oblique cases of nouns with 
postpositions and without them.”  
Indeed, if a word is transferred from another part of speech in a certain grammatical form in a real lexico-semantic 
meaning (that is inherent of only the adverb), in this case it loses functions and word-changing properties of that part of 
speech to which it has belonged originally and with that, being  more separated from the part of speech. The word being 
subjected to such linguistic process can fully be referred to the class of adverbs. Meanwhile, a relation of adverbs with 
words of other parts of speech can be considered as a phenomenon available in the Kazakh and other Turkic languages. 
For instance, from point of view of their formal peculiarities adverbs are observed in different case endings of the noun. 
Thus, in Kazakh: жазда, кешке, алда, артта (in summer, by the evening, in front of, behind) ; in Bashkort: иртə, 
əлгəре, төндə; in Turkish: дишары, ичери, ақшама; in Old Turkic: ташра, өңре, үзе. The adverbs derived from the 
adjective in Kazakh: оңға, солға, жаңадан ((to the left, to the right; newly), in Turkish:  иениден, ескиден, ачықтан; 
In Bashkort: бушка, нахаққа, кəрəкhезгə, hулға; in Old Turkic: солдын, ондын and others. The adverbs derived from 
pronouns in Kazakh: сонша, мұнша, онда, мұнда(such, so, there, here); in Bashkort: бында, шунда, тегендə; in 
Turkish: бурадан, бурайа; in Old Turkic: бунта, анта, анча  and others. 
The adverb as a part of speech in Turkic languages differs from the other parts of speech by its morphological 
peculiarities and features and by word –building possibilities as well. 
The word-building system of adverbs in the modern Turkic languages is developing intensively.  On whole a word-
building potential of parts of speech is characterized by its scale and provides all norms and processes taking place in 
the language.  
In a word-building sphere the producing words depend on grammatical peculiarities and a system of characteristic 
features. Such features in the languages are distinguished by means of special word-building affixes, corresponding to 
each part of speech. For example: in Bashkir: са, -се; -лай, -лей; -лата, -лəтə; in Kazakh: -ша, -ше; -шама, -шалық; in 
Uzbek: -ча, -часига, -сига; -гача; -дек, -дай; in Old Turkic: -ча, -че; -ды, -ді,    -ты, -ті. Alongside with it one of the 
main morphological peculiarities including word-building ones of the adverbs in the Turkic languages is their formation 
by the separate and lexicalized “alive”, ancient nominal forms and also by  the participle forms of the verb. 
First, a syntactical feature of adverbs as a part of speech is that they as a member of the sentence perform the 
function of an adverbial modifier. Second, a syntactical form of connection is the ability of an adverb to be combined 
with words of a certain part of speech. The ground of the classification i.e. the main feature by which a differentiation 
of the syntactical properties of adverbs is carried out consists in clearing out the following question: with words of 
which part of speech in most cases adverbs enter into syntactical connection. 
Comparing modern Turkic languages it is possible to assume that the main syntactical peculiarity of adverbs is in 
their relation with verbs. Besides, a frequent grammatical connection with qualitative adjectives is observed here. 
Exactly such main features set apart the adverbs from the adjectives, for the expression of property and quality of an 
object and entering into grammatical connection with verbs is characteristic of the adverbs. 
In the Turkic languages in most cases attachment is considered to be a syntactical form of the connection of the 
adverb. Besides, one of the important syntactical peculiarities of the adverb is availability of complex word-building 
processes. With that, the complex word-building processes serving as a main sign of the formation of the adverbial 
words take place according to the regularity. In a word–formation process on the basis of combination and connection 
of the adverb some chains related with their conveying meaning and syntactical role are made up.  As a result of it a 
complex word-building system is being formed and in some definite cases because of widening and intensification of 
syntactical possibilities the compound derivatives of the adverb are formed. While enumerating the syntactical features 
it is necessary to say what members of the sentence adverbs can be in the sentence. In the sentence adverbs are mainly 
in the function of an adverbial modifier, with that, it should be mentioned that not all adverbial modifier words can 
adverbs. 
A large influence on the formation of adverbs as an individual part of speech was made by the substantives and 
pronouns in case forms, qualitative adjectives and verbal forms, namely, the forms of the participle. Qualitative 
adjectives being an adverbial modifier in the sentence can transfer into adverbs only with a complete accordance to their 
syntactical function. One more distinction between such qualitative adjectives and adverbs is that they can be 
substantivized and serve a grammatical indication of word-changing. Meanwhile a substantivized adjective in the 
sentence perform the functions of an object or subject. In the languages under investigation adverbs represent an 
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unchangeable part of speech and come into different adverbial modifier relations, among which the main ones are of 
time and place. Adverbs in the sentence denote properties of an action and motion and when being used in a procession 
meaning they express time, place, reason and purpose of completion of the action. 
In spite of the fact that the adverbial words as a separate part of speech by their meaning present a single and 
complete (inner) system, they are divided into several semantic groups, distinguishing from one another by some 
semantic features. With that, adverbs build up  separate groups not by a morphological composition or a structure of the 
words characteristic of them, on the contrary, they are combined according to the feature of homogeneity and semantic 
community. For this reason as the main principle of the inner classification of the adverbs is recognized their 
differentiation only in the aspect of semantic peculiarities.  
Such linguistic phenomena regarded as a lexico-semantic feature of the adverb should be considered as one of the 
main peculiarities, distinguishing them from other parts of speech. In our view, it is not appropriate to study only 
separate languages, at a time when a necessity to investigate the parts of speech common for all Turkic languages, their 
main principles, peculiarities and the features inherent of each part of speech has become imminent. That is why when 
categorizing adverbs according to their semantic distinctions it is necessary to take into account their unique nature and 
heterogeneity in the language system. Certainly, no one classification pretends to absoluteness and unambiguity that is 
why such differentiation of  adverbs should be admitted conventional as basing itself on their major meanings and 
properties. 
The adverbs of manner of action and of measure and intensifying ones, belonging to the adverbial modifier group 
can also constantly express different degrees in the language. For example, in the sentence Асанды үйдегілер 
мақтаған сайын тым еркелеп кетті. – Домашние слишком избаловали Асана, каждый раз восхваляя его). Asan 
has been petted too much by his people, praising him every time. Here the adverb тым (слишком) (too much expresses 
a degree of manner of action). In another sentence Елжас қамсыз ұйықтай алмайтын, бəріне төзімді қарттарды 
сонша сүйетін еді (А.Жақсыбаев «Қайырлы таң») – Елжас настолько любил терпеливых и выносливых 
старцев, что не мог спать безмятежно. Elzhas was so fond of   the patient and enduring old people that he couldn’t 
tranquilly be asleep.  The adverb сонша (настолько, очень) (so, very) denotes a sign of process, expressed by the 
verbal combination сүйетін еді, (was fond of), that is, a degree of action (motion). 
Studying such principal peculiarities and features of parts of speech in the language it seems possible to define 
semantic groups among them which in the Turkic languages fall under six large semantic groups: adverbs of time, 
place, quantity and measure, manner (means) of action, cause and consequence and those of purpose. In the meantime, 
when studying the semantic groups of the adverbs, inherent of each of the Turkic languages there can be distinguished 
some differences and common similarities of separate compared languages. For instance, in the Kazakh language a 
general classification of adverbs may be enlarged with such kinds of adverbs characteristic of the language as 
intensifying and disjunctive, a total number of which reaches eight subgroups. As for the Uzbek language the linguists 
subdivide lexico-semantic groups of adverbs into six major kinds: namely, the adverbs denoting a quality of an action, 
place and time, volume, cause and consequence and of manner of action too (Fuzajlov 1953: 14). In modern Turkic 
linguistics according to the semantic peculiarities adverbs are subdivided into four large groups, which in their turn are 
classified into eight subgroups: attributive, predicative, and those of time, place and of cause and consequence 
(Kononov, 1956: 275). 
Alongside with that, in the language of the ancient Turkic memorials commemorated the history of Turkic 
languages, there is observed an availability of some of the lexico-semantic groups of adverbs. In that epoch adverbs as a 
part of speech were in their initial stage of formation and their differentiation as individual and independent groups of 
words could be characterized as unsystematic. The observations carried out on the materials of study of Old Turkic 
allow to draw a conclusion that a role and place of adverbs in the language system didn’t have stable positions and a 
development of their functions was not dynamic. In spite of that circumstance one group of adverbs “outlived” a history 
of its formation, and another group - a process of transferring to the class of adverbs. Proceeding from Professor 
A.N.Kononov’s investigation we can state that in Old Turkic there were the words having an adverbial coloring of 
meaning, which were applied for denoting manner (means) of action, in purpose of expressing a grade of motion, 
comparison, measure and cause (Kononov, 1980: 130-135). 
Thus, the adverbs from the point of view of their lexico-semantic peculiarity express a feature of action (motion) and 
different grades of its quality. This part of speech does not change and is implemented in the way as if it lost its 
originality on the base of generalization and abstractness of the denoted meanings.  
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